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LM PCI

– LM PCI efficacy and limitations have been highlighted in the recent extended follow-up of 

randomised trials. Thus, patient-tailored, collegial (Heart Team) decisions for revascularisation 

strategy (CABG or PCI) in stable or stabilised patients with LM disease are strongly advised
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Since the publication of the 2018 ESC/EACTS Guidelines on myocardial revascularization, 

four additional relevant reports, one from each of the four prospective RCTs comparing PCI 

with DES vs. CABG in patients with LM disease—the previously mentioned NOBLE, EXCEL, 
PRECOMBAT and SYNTAXES—were identified. The additional reports included data from 
longer-term follow-up in each case;

NOBLE randomized 1201 patients with LM disease 1:1 to PCI or CABG. 

EXCEL randomized 1905 patients with LM disease of low or intermediate anatomical 

complexity 1:1 to PCI or CABG. 

PRECOMBAT randomized 600 patients with LM disease 1:1 to PCI or CABG. 

SYNTAX randomized 1800 patients with de-novo three-vessel or LM disease 1:1 to PCI or 

CABG (1095 patients with threevessel disease and 705 patients with LM disease). 
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One-stent strategy

– When treating complex bifurcations with tight SB ostial stenosis, SB dilation may be considered 

before MV stenting. 

– POT efficacy is dependent on correct balloon placement (best position: just proximal to the 

carina and reaching up to the proximal edge of the MV stent) 

– Kissing balloon effect is highly dependent on SB wire re-cross site and balloon selection (distal 

re-cross and short balloon overlaps are strongly recommended). 

– POT-side-POT may simplify the procedure (no need to advance 2 balloons together) but its 

efficacy is strongly dependent on optimal positioning of POT balloon during each step. 

– The definition of optimal SB result has yet to be established 
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Two-stent strategy

– The use of a 2-stent technique should be selected according to bifurcation anatomy and the 

operator’s experience. 
– Extensive understanding of the 2-stent technical steps is pivotal since adherence to best 

practice (sequences of ballooning, etc.) impacts on the efficacy of all 2-stent techniques. 

– The use of POT (one, two or even three times) is part of an optimal 2-stent technique. 

– In 2-stent techniques, final kissing might be regarded as a measure of procedural quality since 

failure in its performance continues to be strongly associated with adverse late clinical outcome
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Intracoronary imaging

– OCT combined with angio co-registration and sophisticated real-time analysis software provides 
real advantages for a stepwise bifurcation approach, especially 3D reconstruction to facilitate 

guidewire re-crossing towards the SB 

– Intracoronary imaging should be available in the cath lab and it is recommended that it is used 
when faced with procedural complications or unexpected technical challenges

IVUS (Intravascular Ultrasound) OCT (Optical Coherence Tomography)
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Imagerie endocoronaire: OCTOBER Trial 

N Engl J Med 2023;389:1477-87.

METHODS We conducted a multicenter, randomized, open-label trial at 38 centers in Europe. Patients with a clinical 

indication for PCI and a complex bifurcation lesion identified by means of coronary angiography were randomly assigned 

in a 1:1 ratio to OCT-guided PCI or angiography-guided PCI. The primary end point was a composite of major adverse 

cardiac events (MACE), defined as death from a cardiac cause, target-lesion myocardial infarction, or ischemia-driven 

target-lesion revascularization at a median follow-up of 2 years.

OCT (Optical Coherence 

Tomography)
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Imagerie endocoronaire: OCTOBER Trial 

N Engl J Med 2023;389:1477-87.
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Defining complexity in bifurcation PCI

– The complexity of PCI on bifurcation 
lesion in clinical practice is a multifactorial 

phenomenon including clinical, 

angiographic and procedural aspects.
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ANGIOPLASTIE CORONAIRE CHEZ LA 

FEMMEIMPACT des CALCIFICATIONS

JACC: CARDIOVASCULAR INTERVENTIONS VOL. 15, NO. 2, 2022

METHODS This substudy of the SYNTAXES (Synergy Between PCI With Taxus and Cardiac Surgery Extended 

Survival) study assessed 10-year all-cause mortality according to the presence of HCLs within lesions with 

>50% diameter stenosis and identified during the calculation of the anatomical SYNTAX (Synergy Between 

PCI With Taxus and Cardiac Surgery) score among 1,800 patients with the 3-vessel disease and/or left main 

disease randomized to PCI or CABG in the SYNTAX trial. Patients with HCLs were further stratified according 

to disease type (3-vessel disease or left main disease) and assigned treatment (PCI or CABG).
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ANGIOPLASTIE CORONAIRE CHEZ LA 

FEMMEIMPACT des CALCIFICATIONS

JACC: CARDIOVASCULAR INTERVENTIONS VOL. 15, NO. 2, 2022

Impact 

Ca++
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Tritroncs TC
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ANGIOPLASTIE CORONAIRE CHEZ LA 

FEMMEIMPACT des CALCIFICATIONS

JACC: CARDIOVASCULAR INTERVENTIONS VOL. 15, NO. 2, 2022

Impact Ca++

ATL vs 

Pontages
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In vivo, in vitro and computational simulations

– In vitro (bench testing), ex vivo and computational 

simulations have an increasingly recognised relevance 

to improve the knowledge in the field of bifurcation 

interventions and to facilitate education and training 

on bifurcation techniques. 

– Patient-specific stenting simulations have the 

potential to facilitate preprocedural planning, optimise 

stenting techniques, guide device refinement, and 

provide the foundation for virtual (in silico) clinical 

trials in bifurcations.
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ANGIOPLASTIE CORONAIRE CHEZ LA 

FEMME
TC: BONNE INDICATION ?

Complexité de 
l’angioplastie du TC

Complexité de 
l’angioplastie des 
lésions calcifiées

Complexité des 
lésions ostiales

Attention particulière 
pour l’analyse du 

résultat 


